of the more fundamental differences between the socialist and capitalist societies on either side of the Wall.
This essay explores three ways in which the Trabant was connected to the broader system of state socialism in East Germany: its status as a uniquely socialist consumer product; its place in the cultural and social everyday life of most East Germans; and its place in a broader concept of socialist planning that linked automobile usage, production and ownership to overarching concepts of traffic and getting around, or what was referred to by GDR planners as the Bewegungssystem ('movement system'). In describing these connections, this essay will argue that the socialist system in East Germany was fundamentally different in ways that are particularly visible when the Trabant is placed in its proper context. This, ultimately, helps to illuminate the strange afterlife of the Trabant as an object of fetishized desire. The Trabant was a thoroughly socialist car and, like a ghost, lived on for a time in a world for which it was not meant. It was intrinsically so unlike the western concept of a 'car' that it is in fact almost impossible to assess or commemorate the Trabant simply as a car, or even in relation to the VW Beetle, without examining its context.
The use of plastic for the Trabant's body became one of its defining features both before and after 1989, especially for westerners engaged in ridiculing it, 2 along with its atrocious maintenance record and notoriously weak two-stroke engine (its maximum horsepower was twenty-three).
3 For many westerners, the use of plastic for the body of a car, especially a kind of plastic that was relatively outdated, exemplified the poor quality common to East German and socialist production in general. And they were partly right -a Trabant (like many other East German products) was not as high quality as most West German products, even down-market goods. But as historians working at the forefront of research on automobiles in the Soviet bloc, such as Lewis Siegelbaum, have suggested, it makes most sense to consider socialist cars in a 'decentred' way. 4 That is, not to look at them as embodiments of value, but rather as having value through their place in the broader socialist society. And viewed this way, the use of plastic for the Trabant appears rather ingenious. In fact it contains three elements fundamental to how the socialist system functioned in East Germany: first, the increased pressure after the 1953 uprising and the Khruschevian 'thaw' to develop a parallel, yet distinctly socialist, consumer society to compete against the Federal Republic's 'economic miracle'; second, the fascination and idolization of technology -especially polymer chemistry; and third, what Alf Lu¨dtke calls the 'Eigen-Sinn' of workers in East Germany, which we might translate as 'gumption', or 'dogged and creative self-reliance' -the consistent and remarkable ability of the men and women who 'manned' the machines and factories and other quotidian levers of the planned economy to keep things going somehow or other, improvising in highly creative ways so as to plug gaps and failures within the circulation of goods in the system. AT THE INTERSECTION OF SOCIALIST CONSUMPTION AND COLD WAR AUTARKY The Trabant was 'born' in 1957, when the Soviet world was undergoing a major change from a focus on production and heavy industry to greater consideration of consumption and consumer goods, largely in response to the twin pressures of the West German 'economic miracle' and the rise of Khruschev in Moscow. Like many other industries and products in the GDR, the factory that produced the Trabant was not newly built but inherited from a prewar German industrial enterprise, or what remained of it after war damage and Soviet dismantling. 6 The VEB Sachsenring Automobilewerke Zwickau had been founded in Zwickau, Saxony, by August Horch, in 1904, bearing the Latin name for 'Horch' (in English 'hark'): Audi. 7 Along with other car factories in the industrial Saxon heartland, the Audi factory in Zwickau was sequestered by the occupying Soviet Army, dismantled, then reconstituted as part of the state-owned automobile industry, with the title 'VEB' (Volkseigener Betrieb or 'People's Own Factory'), once the GDR came into existence in 1949. However, as in much of the industry of the GDR, change was slow to filter down from the top levels of government to the processes and products of the factory floor. In contrast to much of the mythology of the new German state (and this was also true for the Federal Republic), there was no 'zero hour' (Stunde Null) in the narrative of the postwar Saxon auto industry, the old Audi enterprise included. For several years, into the early 1950s, the Zwickau plant continued to make models that resembled the old prewar designsas did the former BMW plant in Eisenach which would eventually go on to manufacture East Germany's other car, the Wartburg (more expensive, of higher quality and produced in far lower numbers than the Trabant). Many elements of the prewar automobile industry in Saxony lived on in the GDR, especially in Zwickau. Among the most important was the widespread use of the two-stroke engine, a 'tradition' going back to its introduction in Saxony in 1911 by the car manufacturer Hugo Ruppe from Zschopau. 8 Also native to Saxony (and especially to the so-called 'Chemical Triangle' in nearby Saxony-Anhalt) was the chemical industry. The Leuna, Buna and Bitterfeld factories had been critical to the rise of the synthetic fuel, rubber and plastics industries in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It was the ability to produce synthetic rubber, gasoline, nitrogen, and plastic material that made possible the production of munitions and vehicles during the First World War, when Germany was mostly cut off from the world's supply of rubber, oil, nitrogen and natural materials by the allies who largely controlled the seas and the colonial sources of these vital resources. It was the region's ability to manufacture synthetics that enabled Hitler to flout the Versailles Treaty and the League of Nations and pursue economic autarky while at the same time rebuilding Germany's military might. 9 In the era of the GDR, these two leftovers from the old Saxon and Saxon-Anhalt industrial base came to be highly useful. Indeed the twostroke motor and the synthetics industry seemed to fit the needs and the character of the socialist economic order. The Zwickau factory continued the Saxon tradition of the two-stroke engine not only because of local familiarity or nostalgic predilection, but because politically its advantages and disadvantages made more sense to the Socialist Unity Party (Sozialistische Einheitspartei, SED) than the four-stroke or 'Otto' engine. Two-stroke engines are lighter and cheaper to produce, as well as easier to design in general. The country was having serious problems retaining its intellectual capital -in the years before the building of the Berlin Wall much of the outflow of population from East to West comprised professionals and especially the 'technological intelligentsia' including engineers and Research and Development professionals drawn from the ranks of the bourgeoisie. An enormous campaign was started to train up a new generation of 'cadres', that is, young men and women from the working class educated to be engineers and scientists, 10 and the two-stroke engine was easier to teach and learn. Another advantage was that it could be employed in any orientation (upside-down, sideways, etc.), because the two-stroke engine uses motor oil differently from an Otto engine, making it more versatile. This was a key point in a planned economy that often lacked flexibility and had to find ways to maximize flexibility where and whenever possible. As the two-stroke engine is lighter, the supporting chassis could also be lighter -vital since steel was hard to come by: wood was used for the Trabant chassis at first and later plastic. The two-stroke was also much, much cheaper to make, and it required less steel to produce and less motor oil to run, with great savings for the GDR's economy. These savings had a cost, however. It lay in the air and noise pollution for which the two-stroke engine is notorious -as anyone who has ever operated a two-stroke lawnmower well knows. Street traffic in the GDR was notorious for the awful 'put-put' sound of Trabants, described as a cacophony of outboard motors, as well as the choking clouds of noxious light blue smog emitted in large clouds by their two-stroke engines. 11 The use of plastic in the Trabant stemmed from the lack of sheet steel in the GDR, a result of the 'Battle' law passed by the US in 1951, at the height of Cold War tensions. This placed an embargo on sending certain industrial goods to Eastern Bloc countries, especially goods that could have military use. The use of plastic was proposed shortly thereafter by Kurt Lang, the director of Industrieverband Fahrzeugbau Assoziation (IFA), the umbrella organization that oversaw car production in the GDR. The first car made using the two-stroke engine and a plastic body was the P70, which employed a shell made of PVC hardened around three layers of paper (and later cotton fibres), which was fitted on to a chassis made of wood. 12 In 1955 the 'zero series' (that is, the first run) of IFA P70 cars was produced in Zwickau, drawing on the industrial processes for producing 'Duroplast' (or Thermoset) well known in the area, as well as the familiar and inexpensive two-stroke, two-cylinder engine. Two thousand one hundred and ninety-three cars were produced that year. 13 At the same time, researchers at IFA, led by Dr Winfried Sonntag, were developing a new model of car, the P50, which would be the first to bear the name 'Trabant'. The P50 was to be smaller and lighter than the P70, although with a steel rather than a wooden frame. It would still have the 'Duroplast' body, with synthetic PVC leather interior upholstery, and a two-stroke engine, but one with three, rather than two, cylinders for slightly more power. It was designed to look more angular, more boxlike, more 'modern'. But far more than merely a third generation of cars from postwar Saxony, the Trabant P50 was both a result of and a symbol of the change sweeping the socialist world as it came to focus on the mass production of consumer goods in an attempt to construct an alternative, socialist modern society to compete with the postwar West. The zero-series of the Trabant P50 went into production in Zwickau in 1957, with annual production in 1958 of 1,750. But it was a car designed for mass production: in 1959 the Zwickau plant produced 20,040 P50s, and in 1960, 35, 270. 14 In recent years, a number of historians have produced excellent work that highlights consumption as one of the critical problems -perhaps the most critical one -facing the GDR, especially in the 1950s and 1960s. Mark Landsman, Katherine Pence, Jonathan Zatlin, Ina Merkel, Annette Kaminsky, Judd Stitziel and others have shown that the desire of East Germans for some kind of 'good life' comparable to the postwar consumer society of the west was as central to the narrative of the GDR as was political or religious protest. 15 Landsman in particular has shown just how brutally the ruling Socialist Unity Party (SED) neglected consumption in the first four years of its rule, 1949-53. Taking its cues from Stalin, the SED kept East German citizens in a state of constant want, even for basic foodstuffs, partly to enforce a strict programme of building up massive heavy industry as a means of reordering society to be more proletarian, partly as a means of controlling the population ideologically by privileging certain groups (industrial workers, farmers, party activists, victims of fascism and anti-fascist partisans) while punishing others (those not engaged in heavy labour, including women, as Donna Harsch has shown, 16 and former members of the bourgeoisie or the Nazi party). Far more than political protest, the devastating uprising of 17 June 1953 was sparked and fuelled by the fact that even workers receiving the highest rations were not getting enough to eat, and their wives were unable to find any of the domestic basics -from butter to diapers to nylon stockings. 17 Coming little more than a month apart, Stalin's death and the 17 June uprising, followed little more than a year later by the rise of Khrushchev, forced the SED and East German leader Walter Ulbricht to refocus their rhetoric and planning on the issue of consumption -much to their chagrin, however, as suspicion of a consumer culture and doubt as to its importance or validity lingered among many top Party officials. 18 In particular, Khrushchev had challenged the USSR and the rest of the Soviet bloc to use technology -in many cases technology developed by capitalist societies -to mass-produce consumer goods of decent quality and affordable cost (both to the consumer and to the planned economy). As premier he engaged in a memorable 'kitchen debate' with then US Vice President Richard Nixon in which he invited Nixon and his wife to visit a Soviet exhibition of mass-produced modern model kitchens and also visited an American exhibition, proclaiming that although the American kitchen might be nicer than the Soviet model, it was only going to be affordable for wealthier Americans, whereas the Soviet model was designed to be massproduced for all Soviet citizens. 19 The message was clearly received by East German leaders; by 1958, Ulbricht announced a major course correction at the SED's Fifth Party Congress, declaring that the new central goal of the socialist GDR was to catch up with and overtake West Germany in terms of per capita consumption. 20 That same year the new economic plan, the Seven Year Plan (1959-65) called for massive investment in building up the industrial infrastructure for producing consumer goods and in improving the services to go along with those goods -what the government called the '1,000 Things of Everyday Use and Service'. And within the eastern bloc, East Germany was of particular importance because it was always held up to comparison with the Federal Republic, which was experiencing its vaunted 'economic miracle' driven in part by the groundwork laid by the previous Nazi Regime, in part by the Marshall Program, and in part by the success of the Volkswagen Beetle as West Germany's number one export (and also a product of the Third Reich and western occupation's economic recovery policies). Especially before the border was sealed and the wall built in 1961, nowhere on Earth afforded a more dramatic and immediate sideby-side comparison between the two systems. From the eastern side of the border the success of the West German consumer society was visible in three main ways: the advertisements on the sides of buildings and on billboards and vehicles; the clothing worn by people walking along; and the number and quality of cars on the streets. The east, by comparison, seemed gray, barren and backward. Even Soviet officials complained about the severe deficiencies of consumer culture in East Germany, especially in East Berlin, and realized the need for something to counter the bustling, modern street scenes of West Berlin. 21 At the same time, the GDR, like other eastern bloc countries, faced a major difficulty in constructing the kind of economy that could produce an alternative consumer society, which was that they lacked the necessary natural resources and had trouble obtaining them from either the capitalist world or the 'third' or non-aligned world. Capitalist and third-world nations expected to be paid in hard currency, and American allies joined in embargoes of certain goods and technologies -including the steel needed for automobile bodies. Furthermore, the GDR had a strict policy of autarky vis-a`-vis the West (Sto¨rfreimachung). Yet it could not simply redirect all industrial production to consumption, for ideological reasons not least. And the GDR in particular had the burden of reparations to the USSR, especially the wholesale dismantling of factory infrastructure ('demontage') there. So it was that the GDR was unable to ramp up production of the Trabant-produced at the VEB Sachsenring automobile factory in Zwickau that had originally been the home of Horch/Audi production -because it did not have the steel necessary to produce the bodies. 22 But Weichert's development of his 'Trabiplast' opened up the possibility of getting around the dilemma, because the plastic could be produced entirely domestically. Thus the Trabant was from the beginning not merely a consumer object, or a poor attempt by the socialist GDR to copy the consumer culture of the West, or even a particularly socialist car: it was an attempt to thread a very difficult needle of competing with West Germany on the one hand, Moscow's demands on the other, and to improvise ways out of seemingly impossible situations.
The use of plastic for the Trabant body was important also in the broader context of the excitement about technology that was central to the narrative of the eastern bloc, especially in the 1950s and 1960s. This was expressed in a vast new programme to lift young East Germans out of factories and put them through engineering schools to make highly educated, yet loyal, 'cadres' of applied scientists. 23 The fascination of technology enhanced the popularity of magazines such as Jugend und Technik ('Youth and Technology') and even Jugendwiehe books (for the secular coming-ofage ceremony popular in the GDR) such as Weltall, Erde, Mensch (Space, Earth, Human) and Unsere Welt von Morgen ('Our World of Tomorrow'); 24 it was seen too in the euphoria surrounding the success of the Soviet space and atomic programmes. 25 The GDR's government inaugurated a 'Scientific-Technological Revolution' that sought to foster technological progress and, by using new technologies such as semi-conductors, cybernetics, and information theory, to give the GDR the economic edge it needed over West Germany, especially in terms of meeting Ulbricht's goal of overtaking the West by 1965 in per capita consumption. 26 Perhaps the most important of these technologies was plastic, which was considered cutting-edge and almost always an improvement over the more traditional materials it replaced (such as wood, natural fibres, glass or steel). 27 In 1958, in fact, the GDR launched an ambitious 'Chemistry Programme' one of whose aims was to increase production of plastics in the GDR so as to replace more traditional materials and expand mass-production of consumer goods.
So it was that Weichert's invention not only filled a need, by presenting an opportunity to mass-produce a car without undermining the goals of autarky or investment in heavy industry: it was also propelled along on a sudden tide of enthusiasm for plastic as a technological panacea that would slingshot GDR society into the space age, bypassing the capitalist countries and their own stage of development. The Trabant, like so many other pieces of the distinctly socialist consumer culture and everyday material world, such as homes, toys, clothes and furniture, that came to be constructed around East Germans from the late 1950s on into the '70s and '80s, was plastic in a strikingly positive and exciting sense. Its plastic was a symbol of how much cleverer the socialist society was than the capitalist. For while westerners might think an automobile with a steel body superior to one with a plastic body, the tables would eventually turn on them, since steel was a far more costly commodity than plastic, meaning that the GDR was a more efficient and less wasteful economy and society than capitalism. 28 By 1963 the GDR had introduced a new Trabant, the Trabant P601, the model which stayed in production until the last Trabants rolled out of the Zwickau plant in 1991. 29 The P601 became by far the most heavily produced model of Trabant in the GDR, and its even more angular and boxy frame, dull pastel monochrome colours of light blue, banana gold, light gray, blue-green, and cre`me, all in Thermoset plastic, formed the image of Trabant as it came to exist in the popular imagination. The car cost 7,450 marks. 30 Eventually, almost three million Trabant P601s were produced -though not all for the domestic market. In addition, not all cars produced or purchased in the GDR were Trabants -the former BMW factory in Eisenach began producing a 'luxury' socialist car, the Wartburg 310, and later the Wartburg 311, which had a steel body and a more powerful engine with twice the horsepower of the Trabant's, and which cost almost three times as much as the Trabant. 31 The Wartburg, however, was produced mainly for export, to other socialist countries but also to non-socialist countries as a way to bring in much-needed hard currency. 32 The GDR managed to produce a steadily growing number of Trabant P601s from the mid 1960s until 1990, starting from around 30,000 in 1964, climbing to over 100,000 in 1973, and reaching a high point in 1989 with almost 150,000. It was the GDR's answer to the push for mass-produced yet uniquely socialist consumer goods, but it was caught up in some of the most difficult contradictions of that push, including the fact that the more the GDR's planned economy produced consumer goods, the more demand it stimulated, and although production could be rationally planned, to control, plan or forecast the desires of consumers was not possible. Thus it was that demand for the Trabant far outstripped the productive capacity. The infamous waiting-list stretched up to thirteen years. The ratio of those who wanted a Trabant to Trabants actually available was forty-three to one by 1989; 33 the waiting-list meant that in the GDR a used Trabant sold for more than twice the price of a new one; 34 and a brisk black market flourished in the all-valuable spots on the waiting-list. 35 (Those who had placed their orders in 1977 experienced a cruel irony when the Wall came down just as their thirteen-year wait was about to end, and Trabants were suddenly worthless because western automobiles could be had.)
Insufficient production of the Trabant was matched by the pathetically small number of mechanics, garages, and replacement parts available. In fact, most Trabant owners either knew the inner workings of their car's pieces, parts and two-stroke engine as well as most mechanics, or they knew someone who did and who could help, often paid in goods or other services which contributed to a vast grey economy. The manual for the Trabant P601 is not like the manuals for most cars sold in the West, which usually focus on how to operate the vehicle -where to find the various buttons, switches and levers. The Trabant manual clearly depicts the name and purpose of every single gasket, valve, hinge and so on of the car itself, in such detail that with a bit of determination and skill any ordinary East German would be able to take their Trabant apart and reassemble it. 36 Reading the Trabant P601 manual was as much a basic course in automotive engineering as it was a user guide. People needed such 'do-it-yourself' knowledge because if their Trabant broke down, they could not afford to go back on the list and wait another thirteen years for a new one -and in fact, by 1989, more than eighty per cent of the Trabants (and Wartburgs) produced in the GDR were still on the road, even though Trabants, and especially their twostroke engines, were estimated generally to have a life span of only eight to ten years. 37 The simplistic two-stroke motor and the plastic body were advantageous; far less complex than a four-stroke engine, the Trabant engine could be fixed by non-professionals. Moreover its basic design and physics were comprehensible enough that most people could improvise a replacement part of some kind if they could not find a new gasket or hose or grill. In the case of a dent or more serious damage to the car's body, the P601 manual itself went into great detail about how to repair rips and cracks in the plastic shell or the cotton substrate, with special emphasis on where to acquire cuts of extra duroplast and how to glue new pieces of the plastic in the place of damaged sections of the body. 38 In fact, how Trabiplast was invented and the ways in which people came to rely on their own gumption and creativity to keep their Trabants running are both classic examples of the phenomenon of 'Eigen-Sinn', a kind of self-reliance. Applied to the context of the GDR Eigen-Sinn is a counterintuitive concept on a number of levels, because it posits individual initiative, creativity and self-taught know-how on the part of workers in the GDR as the fulcrum of the entire system. For a collectivist system, it is amazing how far factories (as well as stores, public services, and so on) stayed at least marginally functional in the GDR only because of daily acts of near-heroism by ordinary workers to find some creative solution to breakdowns, faulty products, missing deliveries, poorly designed plans, etc. Workers often managed to jury-rig machines, vehicles, or other technologies that did not work; it was therefore through individual effort and highly idiosyncratic solutions (often impossible to repeat or patent, unlike the Trabiplast) that the supposedly rational, systematic, planned, collective East German economy functioned at all. This attitude was not limited to workers in factories, or rather, many workers described as living according to a code of Eigen-Sinn, by Lu¨dtke and others, were the owners of Trabis.
EIGEN-SINN AND CAMPING: THE TRABI IN THE FABRIC
OF EVERYDAY LIFE IN EAST GERMANY Owning a Trabi reflected this same dynamic of Eigen-Sinn that was partly responsible for its plastic body and that defined the experience of working in the GDR. Despite the regime's efforts to build up the virtually non-existent tertiary, or service, sector of the economy, one of the chief differences between the socialist and capitalist economies was the shortage in the first of car mechanics, carpenters, plumbers, gardeners, tailors and so on. That meant that East Germans learned, by necessity, to become far more selfsufficient in the repair, maintenance and general understanding of the things in their everyday life than were most people in the capitalist consumer societies of the West. And when an East German could not repair a television, a heating panel, a carburettor or a leaky roof, they could almost always rely on a neighbour to do it for them, often in exchange for some other service or good such as babysitting, vegetables from the community garden plot, or maybe even use of official connections to gain an advantageous spot on a state waiting-list. Most East Germans developed a kind of self-reliance and independence from the state as well as the market. So it was with Trabant owners who had to know the engine, chassis, wiring, suspension and so on of the car as intimately as a professional, and had to be more creative in their ad-hoc solutions than a mechanic, who at least in a capitalist society could simply order the parts from the supplier and pass the costs along to the customer. Certainly there were and remain car cultures in the West in which those involved are able to acquire a professional's understanding for the design, construction, and maintenance of automobiles, whether in the form of amateur collecting or enthusiasm or in connection with gendered constructions of masculinity. Knowledge of how to repair one's Trabant was neither: required of virtually everyone who owned one, it was not a hobby nor the exclusive domain of any one subculture, class or gender.
When one's Trabant did not blow a gasket or lose a tailpipe, it became intimately involved in one the most central leisure activities in East German culture: camping. Travel for ordinary citizens was highly restricted; not only into the West, which was often impossible without special connections, but often also to other communist countries. The travel restrictions were ultimately a flashpoint for the wave of protests in 1989, and thus remain key for understanding East Germany. Yet along with the emphasis on consumption, the SED regime also realized that it had to offer leisure opportunities to East German citizens, especially for vacations and weekends, to be able to construct an alternative to the kind of 'good life' rapidly opening up for the middle classes in the postwar West. Furthermore, until the wide-scale effort to modernize the decaying housing stock and build vast new housing settlements, the Wohnungsbauprogramm (discussed below) in the 1970s, most East Germans lived in cramped, small, dark, unpleasant homes, many of which dated back to the 1860s or '70s. Camping became a favourite leisure activity in East Germany because it offered respite and escape from difficult living circumstances without compromising the regime's need to keep its citizens from emigrating or defecting, and basically allowed the regime to put off fixing the housing problem until the 1970s. And central to the camping experience was the Trabi -because 'camping' in East Germany did not generally mean hiking with a tent and a backpack. That more traditional way to enjoy nature continued to be called by its traditional name, Zelten (tent-camping or 'camping out'). Camping, taken directly from English, was used for the more modern form, in which people packed their Trabants, drove to a popular lake or a small summer cottage and attached a canopy to the car, setting up their camping equipment in connection with it. 39 Obviously, camping was not restricted only to those with a Trabant as they were in short supply. Buses and trains were available, and usually people could find a ride with colleagues, friends, or relatives. But once they got to the camping spot, the Trabant was usually an undeniable presence. And finally, it deserves mention that the Trabant's two-stroke engine did not really have the capacity for long car trips (though since the end of communism, people have driven Trabis across Europe and similar distances). The radius of permissible travel in East Germany was built into the Trabant's engine itself.
THE TRABANT AS PART OF THE 'BEWEGUNGSSYSTEM'
The Trabant was not only important as an example of East German attempts to create socialist consumerism or as a key part of the everyday life and sense of Eigen-Sinn in East Germany. It was also key to a larger integrated traffic-flow system, referred to as 'Bewegungssystem' ('movement system'). The 'Bewegungssystem' itself was an integral part of a yet larger 'Generalbebauungsplan' (general construction plan), which was like a master plan for urban development, though far more comprehensive than most such projects in the West. Beginning in earnest in 1972 when Erich Honecker seized power in East Germany from Walter Ulbricht at the Eighth SED Party Congress, the GDR took on the problem of the housing shortage (and the poor quality of existing apartments), which then became the overriding concern of the Bebauungsplan. Its Wohnungsbauprogramm aimed to create almost a million apartments by 1990, not only by building over open spaces in the older parts of cities and towns, but most of all by constructing enormous 'Neubausiedlungen' ('new building settlements') on the edges of cities and towns. These Neubausiedlungen were built on open, usually empty, agricultural and rural land, connected to the inner cities through one or two main roads and at least one public transit line (elevated train, subway or streetcar). They were enormous, symmetrical rows of prefabricated concreted housing blocks, sometimes bewilderingly labyrinthine, and five, eleven and occasionally twenty-two storeys high. More than just suburbs or housing projects, they adhered very closely to the modernist ideas of the Swiss architect Le Corbusier, in that they were holistic modern, planned 'colonies'. 40 Everything about them was done for functionality and efficiency, not aesthetics. The most rational movement of people and things to, from and through the Neubausiedlungen was fundamental to their layout and design. It was this principle of rational and efficient movement that defined the Bewegungssystem on which future housing of the GDR was built. It also defined the meaning of the Trabant within this system. 41 One of the best-known, and the largest, of the Neubausiedlungen was Berlin-Marzahn, built on a small village on the east-northeast edge of Berlin, which eventually expanded to the towns and areas of Hellersdorf, Lichtenberg, and Hohenscho¨nhausen. At its height, Berlin-Marzahn and surrounding areas housed over 400,000 people, almost all of them new arrivals either from crumbling and tiny inner-city apartments in Berlin or other cities, or from equally dilapidated living arrangements in small towns or villages throughout the country. Especially for those moving to Marzahn from the inner city, movement between the city to Marzahn, and within Marzahn, took on particular importance. 42 One of the biggest contrasts for those who moved out of the old working-class districts or rural villages to the completely planned community of a Neubausiedlung was the fundamentally different way in which people interacted and intersected with traffic, and thus the fundamentally different way in which the automobilein most cases, the Trabant -interacted with and related to people.
One of the guiding principles in the original plans for Marzahn was that no residential building should be more than 600 metres' walk from school, S-Bahn, shopping centre, recreation ground, or any other 'gesellschaftliche Einrichtung' (communal facility). 43 The idea of housing people in tall blocks or towers, from the time of Le Corbusier's 'City of Tomorrow' at least, 44 was directly related to creating an integrated ground-level community, with lots of open, green and communal space, with every conceivable necessity within a short walk, and a safe one, with no busy streets or dark alleys. It was to be a 'completely functional system'. 45 Corbusier's City of Tomorrow was based on the changes that automobile traffic had brought to the modern city, and in particular on totally different arrangement of the spaces in which living, driving, and working took place. The street, claimed Corbusier, needed to be abolished. Driving, as a function of getting from point A to point B, should take place below ground. The surface should be reserved for green space and pedestrians. The old model of streets lined with houses and shops, and thus cars parking in front of them along the street, was a vestige of the pre-automobile city (according to Corbusier) , when the slowness of travel necessitated a spatial connection between the home and the capillaries and arteries of travel. But this now had several unfortunate consequences -the noise and air pollution of cars in the crowded city streets, the danger of accidents, and the fetishization of automobiles, whose presence in driveways or along the curb signified the class and taste of the owners of the property outside which they parked. Corbusier proposed the alternative of residential towers, separated by wide swathes of natural green space, and well away from workplaces. Working, driving and living would be separate. Everything that a person might need would be within walking distance of their tower: from grocery store to school, from bakery to hairdresser; the use of technology to build living towers and blocks would make for a more neighbourly community since people would encounter each other as pedestrians only, in person, safely, with no more traffic jams, rude drivers, double-parking and so on to poison the general sense of humanity in the city, while the smell of fresh air, rich with the greenery dominating the surface area of the City of Tomorrow, along with the friendly greetings would draw people out of their polluted, isolated, unhappy shells.
Cars, as just one part of the system, were useful for transit from Marzahn to the city and back, but the layout of Marzahn discouraged their use locally, for example, for going over to someone's place for a visit, or going shopping. That was all designed to be done on foot. By contrast, along the main thoroughfares, Leninallee, Heinrich-Rau-Strasse, and Allee des Kosmonauten, there was little possibility for pedestrians or cyclists to use the road -no bike lanes, no shoulder, often no sidewalk. There were tramlines for those who did not have a Trabant, but these roads were specifically for car travel. Off them, in the residential areas, driving was a slow crawl along twists and turns to find your parking lot. Of course, it helped that this new city was designed to maximize the efficiency of living without a car, since there was still such a shortage of Trabants. Most Marzahners took the S-bahn to work, and the walk was not bad, the S-bahn ride only about fifteen minutes. Those without a car were specifically kept in mind when Marzahn, a suburb of sorts, was built: it was not to be accessible only by car.
Even with over 400,000 people in Marzahn, about two-thirds of Berlin's population remained within the historical city limits, hundreds of thousands of them still living in the old slum buildings in Prenzlauer Berg and Pankow, and that meant thousands of Trabis parked along the old streets, just as Corbusier had not wanted. But transition towards the Marzahn model of city living was clearly the plan of the regime -if not entire cities cut from whole cloth, then large swathes of old neighbourhoods torn down to make room for mini-Marzahns. By 1990 over half of all East Germans lived in a Neubau: the highest percentage in the world. Some of these were freestanding blocks that did not correspond to totalizing concepts of urban planning, but many more were built specifically for a kind of future in which people did not need to depend on driving, and could get anywhere easily on foot if needed, a future in which the Trabant would continue to be right at home.
THE 'OBJECT OF DESIRE' STRANDED: TRABANTS AS A FETISH AFTER 1989
The Trabant is probably the most potent symbol of Ostalgie -that wave of longing for the return of certain aspects of the GDR that swept up former East and even West Germans in the two decades after the fall of the Wall. Before 1989, the Trabant, with its two-stroke engine, plastic fibreglass body and poor quality, was for many West Germans, and westerners in general, the emblem of socialism's incompetence and inferiority in comparison to their own world. A whimsical fascination with Trabis began as they started to disappear, along with the world that produced them. As more and more Trabants were replaced with Audis, Opels or VWs, or were even repainted, souped up, turned into travelling advertisements or fitted out with subwoofers and disco lights for portable DJ-setups, the few Trabis that still kept going seemed more and more out of place. It was as though, before 1989, someone had thought it worth smuggling a Trabi to the West and had driven it around; everything that had accompanied the Trabi was changing, becoming westernized. A Trabi parked in front of a 'Konsum' store with polyester clothes more befitting 1978 than 1988 looked normal, but in 1989, with the same building space now occupied by a Benetton shop, the parked Trabi looked bizarre and even comic.
It is clear that 'context' changed the meaning of the Trabant from a highly valued object, to one that was highly ridiculed, to one that was fetishized. But it is not clear exactly what that context was originally, which is one reason why a phenomenon like Ostalgie existed; for, as with most fetishisms, its origins had to be obscure to those experiencing it, or the effect would wear off. If the people who buy postcards or pencil sharpeners or models bearing or made in the image of the Trabant, wry smile on their faces, actually knew the complex emotional, psychological and social reasons why they thought a car so funny, it would ruin the joke.
From the beginning, the Trabant was meaningful only within a system, only as part of a system. To the extent that individual East Germans incorporated their Trabants into their own lives, those lives too became enmeshed in that system. It must have been strange for most East Germans to experience ridicule of the Trabant from the Wessis they encountered, though that ridicule had long been present on the other side of the Wall. How were they to know that the value of a car and, by extension, the value of its owner could be determined by its individual properties -its aesthetic looks, its features, its capabilities such as horsepower, fuel injection, braking systems and so on. And how odd they must have found it to be confronted with a world so alien, in which the car was not equal alongside the
